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Abs,tract: 

In spite of the difficulties of making long-term prediction~, 

the development of computers is so important to our society that it 

i~ necessary to try. Estimates of hardware developments are based 

on: the velocity of light; the size of molecules; and the problem 

of heat removal. 

1. Introduction 
i 

It is well known that predicting the future is a dangerous 

spo~t, but the importance of the future of computing is too great 

to ignore it. Of course any sufficiently detailed prediction is 

bound to have a low probability of b~in~ right, nevertheless it is 

worth trying fOr the following reasons: 

1. Money looms very large, because we have to choose machines 

and we have to choose systems. We have to plan for the 

future. 

2. Scient~fic potentia~ is even more important . What are the 

kinds of things we hope from computing to aid science i n 

various areas, not only from computing but from various 

data processing forms? 

2. Past Trends 

Twenty five years ago, in 1950, at the very beginnings of 

electronic machines, the major computers available to most people 

were still basically relay machines, such as the IBM 601, 602A the 

Bell relay machines, and the Harvard Mk. 1. These could achieve 
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operation speeds of about 1 . operation per second. If at present we 
8 

are close to 10 operations per second, where will we be 25 years 

from now'? It is somewhat uncertain what an operation is when 

referring to one operation per second, but I will take it to mean 

a "fixed point multiply". In independent figures produced by 

extrapolation at Los Alamos a limiting speed of approximately 

3.08 x 10
9 

operations per second was arrived at. Quite recent 

trends have given a number whi.ch is not a multiply time, but a 

pulse rate, which increases by a factor of four every five years. 

The reason for using pulse rate is that it is more basic and we have 

managed to speed up machines, and mul tipl:i es, by shrewder organ

isation. 

The reason for thinking there is an upper limit to the speed 

of compu.ting is that there is supposed to be a finite velocity of 

light, and.we use electromagnetic waves. Reviewing past trends we 

see that: from 1945 to 1960 we were using essentially valve machines; 

from 1960 to 1965 we were using encapsulated transistors; from 1965 

to 1970, solid state devices ; and from 1970 to 1975, we were putting 

a few thousand components on a chip, which is generally called the 

fourth generation of machines. We are now beginning to put some 

tens of thousands of components on a single chip. It is not known 

how long this is going to last, but the next probable stage will 

. occur when the chip yields become very high and a chip can be made~ 

a layer of insulation placed on top with a few holes in it, another 

layer laid on top, and another on top, and so on. This will make 

essentially a solid - solid state device. The reason for this, as 

will be explained, is the necessity for keeping all components of 

a high speed computer close together. 
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3. Future Limitations 

In 1974 the general component packing density for integrated 

circuits was a few thousand components per one tenth square cm. of 

surface area used. It was achieved by chemical etching of photo-

. ,;gfaphically exposed surfaces. We are now using electron beam 

etching and a linear reduction of around 20 to 1 has been achieved~ 

giving a 400 fold increase in the component density. In chemical 

etching the minimum wire widths are typica;I.ly 10~ cm (10
4

nanometers), 

while the electron beam re.sul ts in wire widths of less than 500 

. nallometers, which is the typical wave length of visible light. As 

0.1 nanometer is about the typical spacing of atoms we have a 

definite limitation on. decreasing the size of the components (which 

we must make small if we want to increase the speed). Thus our 

predictions from past exponential growth of computer speeds face a 

finite limitat.ion in the future. What is a reasonable guess at 

this ultimate (soft) limitation? Suppose we immerse the component 

inliquidn,i trogen (,boiling temperature 77.4
0 

K) both to reduce the 

backgrouI;ld thermal noise and increase our ability to remove the 

generated heat. Then wire widths of 100 atoms, meaning cross 

sections of possibly 5000 atoms or a bit more, seem to be a reason

able soft limit if we are to depend on the bulk properties of 

matter and avoid the uncertainty principle of quantum mechani cs. 

When we ask for the lengths of the longer wires in terms of 

wire width on currently produced integrated circuit boards we find 

that some lengths are almost 100 times the wire width. Therefore, 

provided geometry d.oes not al ter significantly~ we can expect our 

wires of 100 atoms width to have some wire lengths of 1000 nano

meters between elementary components. Similarly, when we look at 

the typical diffusion zone of current solid state devices we find 

a typical zone width of around 200 atoms. Impurities in solid state 

devices tend to occur at , about one part per million, suggesting that 

.such devices (ex.cluding, as we are, basically new discoveries and 
9 

taking about 1000 impure atoms as acceptable) will have about 10 
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atoms or more ~ whi.ch leads to a mi ni mum linear dimens~ on of a 
3 

component of around 10 atoms , 

The veloci ty of light enters our calculations 9 and it has a 

very subtle effect because it is an upper l imit t o the speed of 

signaL There .~ s no use i n having a very fast machine if it has to 

reach very far t o get at the memory, In one nanosecond l i ght goes 

one foot and i n a picosecond (1 0~12 seconds) i t goes 0,0'1· i n ch , 

Thus if you are going to have pul se rat es t hat are very hi gh 9 ( 1012 

and so on) everythi ng you want to a ccess had better be wi thin abo'".t 

0 , 1 inch otherwi se you will f i nd your speed is bei ng l ost waiting 

to reach some component , Thus we have a limi tation on the size of 

a singl e proc essor , Machines such as the Illi ac wi th 256 paral l el 

processors do exis t9 but it i s i mpossi ble to bel i eve that they woul d. 

be used on other than very spec~ al problems , One n eed only cons i der 

the problems of wri ting an effici ent Fortran compil er for 10 

pro cessors to understand the poi nt, Similar l y p i peline (',omputers 

(whic};J.9like the name suggests 9 consi s t of a ' p i pe ' down which :i.n form-·, 

ati on flows and at each po i nt there i s a p ro cessor to do an al lotted 

task) where the dat a stream has only known paths of i nfluence on 

future data 9 have limited uses ( such aS 9 for example , pro cessi ng 

speech i n a tel ephone netv.'o rk) , We are r estri. ct i ng ourselves to 

general purpose computers where t here i s e ssentially one or maybe 

two pro cessors whi ch you woul d expect to be used fairly efficiently, 

The thi rd limitati on i s heat di ssipati on9 and i t i s a seri ous 

one, even now for planar computers, At Los Al amos t he Cray 1 

machi ne 9 whi ch i s buil t out of sta..ndard circuits 9 i s driven hard to 

obtai n its hi gh speed9 and generate s a few hundred kilowatts of 

heat to dis s i pate , Now the smaller the components are made , the 

more component s and the denser the components, therefore the more 

heat per square centi meter to be removed., AlS 09 as speed increases 

the heat problem al so r i ses , It is surpri s i ng what modern research 

into heat p ipes has a chi eved for heat removal, neve r t hel ess it i s 

to be expected that well over 90% of the vo l ume of the future fast 
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computer will cons i st of heat rem.oval components ~ wi th the computi~g 

c omponent s spread around the heat . removal secti ons, In the' 'solid

sol i d stat e devi ces a great deal of room has to be l eft for copper 

s l ugs and heat pi pes, We can al so use convecti on as wel l as con

duct i on for heat removal i n the form of some ci Ilc:y.l ating liqui d, 

Li qui d hydrogen has a boiling temperature of 20,4
0 

K and wi ll tend to 

prevent el ec t ron mi grati on i n the atoms~ whil e liqui d helium i s even 

l ower at 4,2
0 

K 9 but i t does not seem likel y that i t wi l l be worth 

the effort of hol di ng these low temperatures~ except i n very special 

cases., There i s al so the phenomenon of heat super- conducti vi ty, but 

it i s unlikely that we wi ll be us i ng it by the year 2000, 

How far can we limi t the he.a t generated? Probably not much. 

It takes a certai n mi ni mum amount of heat to change the state of a 

Clevi ce, Al so the faster you want to change the state of a devi ce, 

apparently the more energy you must use, The t i ghter we pack the 

components, t he more changes of state per gi ven vol ume, and this, of 

course, i s mul t i pli ed by the hi gher rate of changing states , Together 

these two probl ems make a di ff i cult , though not completel y unsolvable 

probl em, 

A common suggesti on i s supercondu cti ng computers~ but super

condu cti ng computers have to bec ome non- superconducti ng oc casionally. 

At present i t i s beli eved that t he J osephson effect can switch currents 

i n 0,01 nanosec onds and , for theoreti cal reasons i t i s unl ikely to get 

much faster, Thi s swi t chi ng speed mu s t be comparable to or less than 

the transmi ssi on speed if the comput er i s t o operate fast, The main 

di ff i cul ty wi th the superc ondu cti ng approach is cost, and we will 

probabl y not see a superconducting computer unt i l some other tech

nol ogy uses super-conducti vi ty enough to get the hardware devel oped 

and into mass produc t i on, Experience shows that, for a device as 

compl ex as superconduc t i ng integrated circuits, routine factory 

producti on i s ne cessary to redu ce t h e costs of fabr i cati on, If you 

c ons i der the hi story of magneti c c ores and computi ng storage tech

nologi es , magnetic cores were i n mass produ cti on and the constant 
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work at low level engineering detail was improving them, There were 

many computing technologies which might have done better if only 

investment had been mad.e in ,: them, but cores were able to stay 

.ahead until very rec~ntly, Thus there will not be superconducting 

machines unless someone else first . uses superconductivity enough to 

pay the large initial developing costs, to produce the low cost, 

great reliability, and safety that is necessary for a large super

conducting machine to come into general use, 

In pri nc i ple it is possible to beat the heat problem by building 

.a completely thermodynamically reversible computer, which would do 

the computation, record the answer, and quickly reverse everything 

to re-absorb most of the heat, Although a theoretical possibility, 

it is unlikely before the year 2000, 

In this way we are led to imagine a central computer, possibly 

smaller than a walnut i n size, which is either immersed in liquid 

nitrogen, or suspended just above the boiling liquid surface by, 

for example, a quartz fibre, Simi lar to a space sat.elli te immersed 

in space~ communicati on between the computer and the large outside 

environment of peri pheral equipment would be via electromagnetic 

signalling (probably l aser beams) wi th electromagnetic power supplied 

in a similar way to the solar batteries, of space vehicles, Physical 

repair of such devi ces will be a problem since one cannot hope to 

raise and lower the temperature many times before mechani cal 

failures occur , To compensate for this there will probably be 

re~undant parts, wi th t he abi lity to switch the defective parts out 

where necessary, 

One may ask , ' Why spend al l this effort on making fast machines?'. 

There have always been problems bigger than we can compute, in terms 

of required t i me; the prime one to consider is weather prediction, 

At present poor models are used, but, on the other hand, it is no 

use pre.dicti ng the weather one dej,y in advance if it takes three 

days ,to make the predi ction, It i s evident that the prediction must 

be made ' faster than real t i me' and the more computing capacity 
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available, the more detailed the model can be and thus the more 

accurate the predictions can be made . This is one of several problems 

which will justify a high-speed machine ; in this case, because of 

the advance warning, knowledge of potentially catastrophic situ

ations can save both lives and money . 

Thus we have a viable image of the future machine, which can 

be developed in more detail if necessary. 

4. Storage Deyices 

The storage devices have been basically magnetic. Although we 

began with vacuum tubes and Williams Tubes, magnetic devices have 

dominated the information storage mechanisms for many years, ln 

the form of cores and backup stores : drums j disks and tapes. 

Recently solid state memories have started to replace cores as the 

main high speed storage unit, and there seems little doubt that 

this replacement will become complete . Despite the work being done 

on bubble memories , it is difficult to define exactly what these are j 

thus it is not known what effect these will have . The large 

magnetic backup storage units are not so easily replaced and may 
12 

well remain. In the 1973 era the first versions of 10 bit 

memories arrived, but it is difficult for me to imagine the amount 
12 

of information in 10 bits, so their proper use is , to me at least, 

unclear . 

5 . Input ~Putput Deyices 

It is well known that it is the dramatically cheaper components 

of the central processorj which have reduced the cost of computers 

in the past, as well as making them more reliable . The cost of 

peripheral equipment has not dropped in price as much nor increased 

as greatly in reliability , and it seems that input- output equipment 

will remain the troublesome part of computer systems. 
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O~tput in the form of hardcopy (printed paper) is highly desir

able. V.D.U . devices are fine when you only want to make notes of 

what is going on~ but you can not always go back to construct 

exactly things for which you have no hard copy. Without hard copy 

it is very hard to do scientific research because you do not have a 

firm path back once ideas have caused you to try several things. 

Certain amounts of scrolling can be implemented, but these must 

always be finite. However 1 cathode ray tubes are playing an 

increasing role for display purposes and are adequate if not ideaL 

Xerox-type machines may help solve the problem, and it is likely 

that vQice output will be very useful because sound is omni-directional. 

Thus voice output can inform the user of occurences (such as termin

ation of a job) for which he does not require a permanent record. 

However, spoken input on a general. basis seems more remote in time. 

6. Computer Architecture 

A computer is the assemblage of indi vidual components into a 

useful combination; individual switches are put together to form 

multipliers and so on. Using the earlier discussion it becomes 
14 

difficult to believe that 10 multiplications per second will ever 

b h · 10
13 

b . hIt b 10
12 

e ac leved, el ng per . aps c .ose 0 an upper ound, and 

being a reasonable ultimate goal to hope for. At present we are 

somewhere near 10
8

, which suggests the remarkable fact that in 25 

years we have progressed almost two thirds of the way, measured of 

course in the exponent of growth, of all that it is reasonable to 

hope f .or in multi ply spee,d. The three physical principles on which 

t .his figure is based are! the finite velocity of light and the 

assumption that nothing can signal faster (there may be exotic part

icles which move faster~ but we do not know how to use them); we 

must use very small detectors and emitters (of some form of electro

magnetic radiation) and these must be built of molecules (it is 

difficult to envisage building out of smaller particles); and we have 

to get rid of heat. It is difficult to escape these three physical 

limi tations;- therefore we can be reasonably confid.ent of the 
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12 
predictions of the order of 10 • Comparing this figure with the 

9 
extrapolation from 1,os Alamos , where the figure was cc 3 x 10 they 

differ by a factor of 300. The truth is probably somewhere between 

the two; the evolution of computing cannot go on for another 25 
8 

years and see another increase of 10 in pulse rate. We are rapidly · 

approa.ching the end of a saturation curve. 

T.his is. for a single processor~ without the problems of 

parallelism. However architecture i ncludes the organisation of parts 

into a whole computer so it is wi se to review this trend. In the 

early .von Neumann type machine everything went through the arith

metic unit - it was the buffer for all information transmissions. 

From the almost completely sequential machine it was quickly shown 

wh.ere pieces of parallelism would speed up the whole. Index 

registers were one of the first parallel proc.ess i ng units, and they 

saved t .he loading and unloading of the ari thmetic unit. Then small 

computers placed in connection with the input-output units greatly 

speeded .up the main machi ne.. Thus gradually what was conceived of 

as a sequential machine attained a reasonable degree of parallelism, 

with .smaller lOCal control uni ts hidden wi thin the main computer. 

l'aralTelism probably has stil l more to off.er~ but it rai ses two 

. nasty problems. It is not so much a questi on of what can be done, 

but how economical l y it can be do.ne; that i s to say~ i s it better to 

put .many machines into one box to make a very fast machine, or just 
i 

make several smaller machines? Secondly~ how reliably can it be 

done, not so much i n hardware terms but i n the area of recovery; how 

do you track a probl em in several small machines? 

There are two school s of thought on how to structure a maximally 

fast computer; one favours extr.eme s i mpl icity of archi tecture~ while 

. the other tries to o:verwhelm the di ff icul t i es through the use of very 

many components 0 The future will probably use both approaches, .with 

simplici ty tending to dominate. 
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7, Computer Si ze 

The four size classes of machine had different sources of inspir

ation. The biggest machines J the maxis J lie on the frontier of 

development and~ in the beginning of electronic computing almost aLl .. 

the machines were a kind of maxi. These gave rise to the midis which 

have been widely used in science and business. The minis came from 

the need for computers to interact with the outside world and rE;!quired 

reliabili ty for process control. Their design is centered around 

this pressi ng need for reliability, The so-called micros, or hand

held machine s~ are now becoming very widespread and come out oftne 

i ntegrated ci rcui t technology. However hand-held is not the essent:i,al 

element~ though it has selling attractions, but rather it is easy 

portabili ty that matters. 

The essential problem is that the more flexible and powerful 

the computer (in some real sense) the more different are the problem 

calculati ons it can perform, and therefore the more information that 

must be suppli ed to specify which one should be done. Even in the 

' better ' hand- held machines each button can represent up to three 

di fferent things~ depending on the position of another button; there

fore thi ngs are beginning to get a .little awkward, Earlier, the 

desirability of hard copy was mentioned: a reasonably labelled 

record of what was done, It is this 'reasonably labelled ' which 

causes problems s i nce it indicates the al phabet must be available, 

Thus it would seem that the micro machine will grow to the size of 

a .fairly l arge bookJ having room for a reasonable typewriter key

board and a roll of hard copy paper 'J but still being very portable, 

probably plugged into the mains. This appears to be the "type of 

machine which will become very popul ar - a portable typewriter with 

several chips added. 

While there are definite limits to the speed of a machine, the 

same is l ess true of price, Price has a habit of falling very 

rapidly under mass producti on and competition (take the case of 

hand-hel d calculators), Thus, though we may have achieved two 
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thirds of the exponent of speed~ we are p r obabl y nowhere near two 

thirds of the exponent of cost~ cost will go down much further per 

ioperation done', 

In the architectur e of computers~ networks have a role to play 

and these can be of large or of smal l machines , For psychological 

reasons the netwo rks of small machlnes will probably become the most 

popular, The reason being that i f someone needs to do a job that is 

of vital i mportanc e t o himself he would prefer to have control over 

the machine rather t han being i just anothe r user I who may be over-· 

looked when modificati ons are made, The owner of a machine can 

always revert to the previous software if modifications should cause 

his program to stop running ; a large bureau is ap t to be less 

sympathetic , However~ the '\Talue of being connected into a wide 

range of input~ output and storage devices means that many smaller 

machines will be arranged into networks of computers and have the 

abili ty to reach out and u s e such facilitie s ~ wi thout~ at the same 

time~ outsi de i nfluences being able to reach into the small machine. 

8, Summary 

We make predicti ons both for economic and for scientific 

reasons, w'e l i ke to f i nd out what the future holds f or us, One 

prediction ~ based upon the extrapolation of past trends 9 i s about 
9 

10 operations per second by the year 20000 Using physi cs (the 

velocity of light~ the size of molecules and heat generati on) the 
'12 

upper limit is about 10 operations per se cond and suggest a 

slightly higher value 9 say 10'1 0 mu.ltiplications per second by the 

year 20000 Other predictions are the solid-solid state device; the 

fact that machines will be small of necessity and the great problems 

which will occur with heat removaL There i s an as sumption behind 

all t hese predic tions that the world will continue on a smooth 

course (with no great revolutions , or atomic wars) and. society will 

continue to evolve 9 as i n the past 25 years, with its minor ups and 

downs, Any great catastrophe is bound to invalidate any detailed 

predi cti on such as this is intended to beo 
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9. Discussion 

Professor Page pointed out that the predicti on of a date (the 

year 2000) was based purel y on techni cal constraints and wondered 

what effects economic constraints would have on this dateo That is 

to say if the extrapol ation of the proportion of the gross national 

product spent on computer devel opment was taken i nto account, what 

would be the effect? Professor Hamming quoted SeymQur Cray (builder 

of the Cray 1 at Los Alamos) who remarked that the cost of the Cray 

1,705 million dollars~ has long been the most anyone would pay for 

a computer; thus he concl uded the fastest machine i n the year 2000 

would also cost 705 milli on dol l arso As a more di rect answer he 

said that the costs of development of l arge machi nes , such as the 

IBM 360 9 were so high that they will not be made again , and therefore 

concluded that the percentage of gross national product for computer 

development would drop i n the future 0 

Professor Randel l noted t hat the onl y time software had been 

introduced was when paralleli sm was menti oned, and that i t had then 

been a passing reference t o Fortran compi lati on, Was thi s a relevant 

problem for the year 20007 I n reply Professor Hammi ng said that9 in 

the year 2000, Fortran would sti l l be there o I t may look different 

and have acqui red many desirabl e features 9 but i t would sti l l be 

called Fortrano 

Stayi ng wi th the t heme of parall eli sm, Mr. Laver asked i f this 

was the ulti mate es cape fr om the spe ed of l ight; and were there any 

problems to which thi s techni que would not appl y? P.r.ofessor Hamming 

repeated that paral l eli sm woul d p r obabl y not speed up the compilation 

process very mu choTo whi ch Dro Hartley commented that 256 separate 

compi l ati ons coul d be done at the same time on a 256 processor 

machineo He sai d t hat the most effi cient use of parallel i sm was to 

do that whi ch was most nat urally parallel; i n this case 256 persons 

working simul taneous l y . Professor Hammi ng wondered what advantage 

parallel i sm had over 256 separate machines and poi nted out the 
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great software problems involved i n controlling the parallelism. on 

256 different problem compilations or on a single compilation. 

However he bel i eved that the running of large problems? such as the 

weather problem? would definitely require a degree of parallelism. 
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